Growth from a
Solid Foundation
A Message from the CEO

Dear Fellow Shareholders,
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Copper Mountain Mining, we are pleased to invite
you to our 2019 Annual Meeting of Shareholders on Wednesday, June 12, 2019, at 2:00
pm (Vancouver Time) at the Terminal City Club, 837 West Hastings Street, Vancouver,
B.C. In addition to regular course items, the meeting is an opportunity for us to provide
you with a Company update, a summary of which is below.
2018 was a transformational year for Copper Mountain. We strengthened our solid
operating foundation and set the stage for organic growth. After a year of predictable
and reliable operations, the Copper Mountain Mine finished the year strongly. We
also recently quantified the low-risk internal growth potential that exists with a new
production plan at the Copper Mountain Mine which includes a modest plant expansion
and the integration of production from New Ingerbelle. This new plan demonstrates the
significant value that exists at the mine as it increases and advances cash flow and nearly
doubles the mine life to twenty six years of mineable reserves.
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With an eye toward strategic growth, in April 2018, we acquired Altona Mining and its
development ready Eva Copper Project and a substantial exploration land package in
Queensland, Australia. The Eva Copper Project has the potential to more than double
our annual copper production for a modest capital investment as demonstrated in
the feasibility study that we published in the fall of 2018. We are now developing and
exploring in two of the most stable and mining-friendly jurisdictions in the world, Canada
and Australia.

After a year of
predictable and
reliable operations,
the Copper Mountain
Mine finished the
year strongly.
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2018 was a strong operational year
for Copper Mountain. We achieved
guidance across all metrics; we increased
annual production and reduced unit
costs year on year. The Company posted
solid revenue, earnings, and cash flow for
the year.

Growth Profile
With a new integrated mine plan at Copper Mountain Mine and the permitted Eva
Copper Project, the Company has considerable low risk and manageable growth. The
Copper Mountain Mine has the potential to produce approximately 116 million pounds
of copper equivalent annually and the Eva Copper Project is projected to produce
100 million pounds of copper equivalent per year. These growth projects allow us to
potentially increase production over 2.5 times current production and provide us a
peer-leading growth profile.
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Our People, Safety
and Environmental
Culture
We couldn’t have achieved our successes
without an incredible team and the
support of our community, shareholders,
and stakeholders. Health and safety are
of the utmost priority and considered
first above all else throughout all divisions
of Copper Mountain Mining. “Everyone,
Every Shift, Goes Home Unhurt” is not
just our motto but is ingrained in our
culture and in our way of life. We are
committed to the highest standards of
safety and health at Copper Mountain.
This value carries through to our
environmental commitment, with high
safety factors on our well maintained
and constructed tailings dams. Our
progressive reclamation practices are
setting a new standard for mining land
remediation.

“Everyone, Every Shift, Goes Home Unhurt”
is not just our motto but is ingrained in our
culture and in our way of life.

Our Community
At Copper Mountain, we value and support the local communities in which we
operate. We host numerous community initiatives throughout the year including an
annual Mining Day in Princeton. We strongly believe that our commitment to open,
candid and meaningful dialogue and participation with the local communities, the
Upper and Lower Similkameen Bands, our suppliers and other stakeholders is critical
to the long term success of our business. We are very proud that our stakeholders
have displayed their support to our Company and our industry raising awareness
about the positive impact copper mining has on the B.C. economy and our objectives
to “do it right, with the end in mind”.

We strongly believe that our commitment to open, candid
and meaningful dialogue and participation with the local
communities, our suppliers and other stakeholders is
critical to the long term success of our business.

Copper is an essential component of a reduced carbon fuel future. Absolutely critical
in generation, transmission, storage and delivery of energy for everyday use. We intend
to deliver more responsibly produced copper to support the burgeoning global green
energy transition. That is our focus and objective as a corporation.

Copper is
an essential
component of a
reduced carbon
fuel future.

I want to thank our shareholders for their continued support. 2019 looks to be a very
exciting time for Copper Mountain and we look forward to executing our growth plans
this year and beyond.
Sincerely,

Gil Clausen
President and CEO
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